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"Diane Coyle's new book, GDP: A Brief But Affectionate History, is a timely contribution to discussions of modern economic performance." ---Arnold Kling, American "In a charming and accessible new book, Diane Coyle untangles the history, assumptions, challenges and shortcomings of this popular rhetorical device, which has become so central to policy debates around the world. . . .
Amazon.com: GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History ...
"As a potted history of approaches to quantifying national output from the 18th century onward, GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History deserves high marks. It is particularly edifying to learn about the military motivation behind the initial attempts."
GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History - Revised and ...
GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History - Revised and expanded Edition - Ebook written by Diane Coyle. Read this book using Google Play Books app on your PC, android, iOS devices. Download for offline reading, highlight, bookmark or take notes while you read GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History - Revised and expanded Edition.
GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History - Revised and ...
"GDP: A Brief But Affectionate History" by Diane Coyle is a short, well-written, interesting book that ultimately disappointed me for three reasons. First, as other reviewers have noted, the book really is a concise, narrative history of macroeconomic history instead of a tightly focused discussion of GDP.
GDP: A Brief But Affectionate History by Diane Coyle
"As a potted history of approaches to quantifying national output from the 18th century onward, GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History deserves high marks. It is particularly edifying to learn about the military motivation behind the initial attempts."
GDP ¦ Princeton University Press
GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History User Review - Kirkus It's inadequate and misleading, but it's the best we've got. No, not Congress̶we're talking about gross domestic product, the measure that...
GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History - Revised and ...
GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History by Diane Coyle (Princeton Univ.) The main problem with GDP is that in popular discourse and in the financial press, it tends to displace other indicators of...
GDP: A Brief But Affectionate History by Diane Coyle and ...
M&G s Jim Leaviss interviews Diane Coyle, author of GDP A Brief but Affectionate History. GDP as a measure of economic growth dates from World War II. Back i...
GDP A Brief but Affectionate History: an interview with ...
GDP: A Brief But Affectionate History is a fascinating 140-page book that I cannot recommend highly enough. This is simply the best book on GDP that I

ve ever seen. You can read it on a few hours

plane ride or a lazy Sunday afternoon. And Ms. Coyle actually makes a relatively dry subject interesting and at times a page-turner.

GDP: A Brief But Affectionate History - Thoughts from the ...
GDP: A Brief But Affectionate History is a fascinating 140-page book that I cannot recommend highly enough. This is simply the best book on GDP that I

ve ever seen. You can read it on a few hours

...

GDP: A Brief But Affectionate History - Forbes
"As a potted history of approaches to quantifying national output from the 18th century onward, GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History deserves high marks. It is particularly edifying to learn about the military motivation behind the initial attempts."
Gdp A Brief But Affectionate History: Diane Coyle: Trade ...
GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History - Paperback By Coyle, Diane - VERY GOOD. $9.33. Free shipping . Last one. GDP : A Brief but Affectionate History Hardcover Diane Coyle. $6.76. Free shipping. Last one . GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History - Hardcover By Coyle, Diane - GOOD. $7.10.
GDP a Brief But Affectionate History ¦ eBay
Quarterly Journal of Austrian Economics 20, no. 1 (Spring 2017) [ GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History by Diane Coyle.] GDP is undoubtedly the most known and widely used metric of macroeconomic performance. As a former economic advisor to the English Government, Diane Coyle is able to masterfully recount known problems and complications with measuring GDP while highlighting some new concerns pertinent to any student of economics.
GDP Is a Tool of Politics, Not Economics ¦ Mises Institute
The book's title is exceedingly accurate (which itself is rare in books in this field that often overstate their contents to make more sales): the author is not issuing a"a very conservative defense of GDP orthodoxy" to quote one such review. It is simply what the title says, a "brief but affectionate history".
GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History: A Brief But ...
The failure of GDP to provide any indication of the looming financial crisis is symptomatic of its greatest weakness: its inability to measure the quality as well as the quantity of economic growth. It is in response to this critique that Diane Coyle has written a

brief but affectionate

history of GDP.

Book Review: GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History by ...
GDP is just one figure in a full set of accounts for the economy, the national income accounts. We will get to the detail later. To make sense of the idea of GDP, first a brief history of the development of national statistics will help. The Early Days of National Accounting
GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History - Revised and ...
GDP is, as Diane Coyle points out in her entertaining and informative GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History, a bodge, an ongoing argument.---John Lanchester, London Review of Books [A] little charmer of a book . . . GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History is just what the title promises. . . . Cowperthwaite himself would nod in agreement over Ms. Coyle's informed discussion of what the GDP misses and how it misfires. . . .
GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History: Amazon.co.uk: Diane ...
GDP: A Brief But Affectionate History - Mauldin Economics - Commentaries - Advisor Perspectives In this weeks letter we look at the construction of gross domestic product (GDP). As we will see, GDP is a relatively late-to-the-party statistic, thoroughly malleable in its construction and often quite contentious in its application.

Why did the size of the U.S. economy increase by 3 percent on one day in mid-2013̶or Ghana's balloon by 60 percent overnight in 2010? Why did the U.K. financial industry show its fastest expansion ever at the end of 2008̶just as the world s financial system went into meltdown? And why was Greece s chief statistician charged with treason in 2013 for apparently doing nothing more than trying to accurately report the size of his country s economy? The answers to all these questions lie in the way we define and measure national economies around the world: Gross Domestic Product. This
entertaining and informative book tells the story of GDP, making sense of a statistic that appears constantly in the news, business, and politics, and that seems to rule our lives̶but that hardly anyone actually understands. Diane Coyle traces the history of this artificial, abstract, complex, but exceedingly important statistic from its eighteenth- and nineteenth-century precursors through its invention in the 1940s and its postwar golden age, and then through the Great Crash up to today. The reader learns why this standard measure of the size of a country s economy was invented, how it has changed over
the decades, and what its strengths and weaknesses are. The book explains why even small changes in GDP can decide elections, influence major political decisions, and determine whether countries can keep borrowing or be thrown into recession. The book ends by making the case that GDP was a good measure for the twentieth century but is increasingly inappropriate for a twenty-first-century economy driven by innovation, services, and intangible goods.
How GDP came to rule our lives̶and why it needs to change Why did the size of the U.S. economy increase by 3 percent on one day in mid-2013̶or Ghana's balloon by 60 percent overnight in 2010? Why did the U.K. financial industry show its fastest expansion ever at the end of 2008̶just as the world s financial system went into meltdown? And why was Greece s chief statistician charged with treason in 2013 for apparently doing nothing more than trying to accurately report the size of his country s economy? The answers to all these questions lie in the way we define and measure national
economies around the world: Gross Domestic Product. This entertaining and informative book tells the story of GDP, making sense of a statistic that appears constantly in the news, business, and politics, and that seems to rule our lives̶but that hardly anyone actually understands. Diane Coyle traces the history of this artificial, abstract, complex, but exceedingly important statistic from its eighteenth- and nineteenth-century precursors through its invention in the 1940s and its postwar golden age, and then through the Great Crash up to today. The reader learns why this standard measure of the size of a
country s economy was invented, how it has changed over the decades, and what its strengths and weaknesses are. The book explains why even small changes in GDP can decide elections, influence major political decisions, and determine whether countries can keep borrowing or be thrown into recession. The book ends by making the case that GDP was a good measure for the twentieth century but is increasingly inappropriate for a twenty-first-century economy driven by innovation, services, and intangible goods.
Why did the size of the U.S. economy increase by 3 percent on one day in mid-2013̶or Ghana's balloon by 60 percent overnight in 2010? Why did the U.K. financial industry show its fastest expansion ever at the end of 2008̶just as the world s financial system went into meltdown? And why was Greece s chief statistician charged with treason in 2013 for apparently doing nothing more than trying to accurately report the size of his country s economy? The answers to all these questions lie in the way we define and measure national economies around the world: Gross Domestic Product. This
entertaining and informative book tells the story of GDP, making sense of a statistic that appears constantly in the news, business, and politics, and that seems to rule our lives̶but that hardly anyone actually understands. Diane Coyle traces the history of this artificial, abstract, complex, but exceedingly important statistic from its eighteenth- and nineteenth-century precursors through its invention in the 1940s and its postwar golden age, and then through the Great Crash up to today. The reader learns why this standard measure of the size of a country s economy was invented, how it has changed over
the decades, and what its strengths and weaknesses are. The book explains why even small changes in GDP can decide elections, influence major political decisions, and determine whether countries can keep borrowing or be thrown into recession. The book ends by making the case that GDP was a good measure for the twentieth century but is increasingly inappropriate for a twenty-first-century economy driven by innovation, services, and intangible goods.
A textbook that examines how societies reach decisions about the use and allocation of economic resources While economic research emphasizes the importance of governmental institutions for growth and progress, conventional public policy textbooks tend to focus on macroeconomic policies and on tax-and-spend decisions. Markets, State, and People stresses the basics of welfare economics and the interplay between individual and collective choices. It fills a gap by showing how economic theory relates to current policy questions, with a look at incentives, institutions, and efficiency. How should resources
in society be allocated for the most economically efficient outcomes, and how does this sit with society s sense of fairness? Diane Coyle illustrates the ways economic ideas are the product of their historical context, and how events in turn shape economic thought. She includes many real-world examples of policies, both good and bad. Readers will learn that there are no panaceas for policy problems, but there is a practical set of theories and empirical findings that can help policymakers navigate dilemmas and trade-offs. The decisions faced by officials or politicians are never easy, but economic insights
can clarify the choices to be made and the evidence that informs those choices. Coyle covers issues such as digital markets and competition policy, environmental policy, regulatory assessments, public-private partnerships, nudge policies, universal basic income, and much more. Markets, State, and People offers a new way of approaching public economics. A focus on markets and institutions Policy ideas in historical context Real-world examples How economic theory helps policymakers tackle dilemmas and choices
1. The Weightless World -- 2. Where Have All The Jobs Gone? -- 3. Weightless Work -- 4. Nourishing the Grass Roots -- 5. Fear of Flexibility -- 6. The End of Welfare -- 7. The Ageing of Nations -- 8. Globalism and Globaloney -- 9. Visible and Invisible Cities -- 10. Weightless Government.
Proposes an new strategy for the beyond-GDP community which aims to replace the economic paradigm centred on Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by 2030.

The fascinating story of one of the twentieth-century's most influential and dangerously addictive ideas, told through the lives of those who invented it. The world s principal measure of the health of economies is gross domestic product, or GDP: the sum of what all of us spend every day, from the contents of our weekly shopping to large capital spending by businesses. GDP also includes the myriad things that our governments pay for, from libraries and road-line painting to naval dockyards and nuclear weapons. The Great Invention reveals how in just a few decades GDP became the world s most
powerful formula: how six algebraic symbols forged in the fires of the 1930's economic crisis helped Europe and America prosper, how the remedy now risks killing the patient it once saved, and how this fundamentally flawed metric is creating the illusion of global prosperity̶and why many world leaders want to be able to ignore it but so far remain powerless to do so. Drawing on interviews, firsthand accounts, and previously neglected source materials, The Great Invention takes readers on a journey from Capitol Hill to Whitehall̶on the trail of theories made in Cambridge, tested in Karachi, and
designed for global application̶into the minds of unworldly geniuses seduced by the allure of power and the demands of politics.
How economics needs to change to keep pace with the twenty-first century and the digital economy Digital technology, big data, big tech, machine learning, and AI are revolutionizing both the tools of economics and the phenomena it seeks to measure, understand, and shape. In Cogs and Monsters, Diane Coyle explores the enormous problems̶but also opportunities̶facing economics today if it is to respond effectively to these dizzying changes and help policymakers solve the world s crises, from pandemic recovery and inequality to slow growth and the climate emergency. Mainstream economics, Coyle
says, still assumes people are cogs ̶self-interested, calculating, independent agents interacting in defined contexts. But the digital economy is much more characterized by monsters ̶untethered, snowballing, and socially influenced unknowns. What is worse, by treating people as cogs, economics is creating its own monsters, leaving itself without the tools to understand the new problems it faces. In response, Coyle asks whether economic individualism is still valid in the digital economy, whether we need to measure growth and progress in new ways, and whether economics can ever be objective,
since it influences what it analyzes. Just as important, the discipline needs to correct its striking lack of diversity and inclusion if it is to be able to offer new solutions to new problems. Filled with original insights, Cogs and Monsters offers a road map for how economics can adapt to the rewiring of society, including by digital technologies, and realize its potential to play a hugely positive role in the twenty-first century.
Gross domestic product is arguably the best-known statistic in the contemporary world, and certainly amongst the most powerful. It drives government policy and sets priorities in a variety of vital social fields - from schooling to healthcare. Yet for perhaps the first time since it was invented in the 1930s, this popular icon of economic growth has come to be regarded by a wide range of people as a 'problem'. After all, does our quality of life really improve when our economy grows 2 or 3 per cent? Can we continue to sacrifice the environment to safeguard a vision of the world based on the illusion of infinite
economic growth? Lorenzo Fioramonti takes apart the 'content' of GDP - what it measures, what it doesn't and why - and reveals the powerful political interests that have allowed it to dominate today's economies. In doing so, he demonstrates just how little relevance GDP has to moral principles such as equity, social justice and redistribution, and shows that an alternative is possible, as evinced by the 'de-growth' movement and initiatives such as transition towns. A startling insight into the politics of a number that has come to dominate our everyday lives.
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